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Alan Johnson, MP for Hull West and 
Hessle, has become patron of Team 
Humber Marine Alliance. 

This cements the relationship between 
Team Humber and Mr Johnson, who 
has been a long-standing supporter and 
champion of maritime and renewables 
business development in the region. The 
relationship stretches back to the mid-
90s after 20 original members had joined 
together as a self-help group to lobby 
for an increase in the number of vessels 
using the Humber. 

“It is a pleasure and a privilege to 
become patron,” said Mr Johnson, who 
has seen the group grow to more than 
180 companies across the Humber 
region. “Team Humber Marine Alliance is 
doing a tremendous job in crucial sectors 
of our economy, both nationally and 
locally.” 

Welcome aboard!

Team Humber applauds the 
behind the scenes work that has 
brought Siemens to the Humber. 

The offshore wind turbine nacelle 
plant in Hull and the rotor blade 
facility at Paull will help to set 
up the region’s offshore and 
renewable business base for 
years to come.

The coincidental timing of our 
successful Offshore Wind 
Connections event at Forest Pines 
with the Siemens announcement 
drew even more attention to 
what our member companies 
have to offer.

Add to this the massive growth 
in Grimsby with DONG Energy 
blazing a trail and the focus is 
well and truly on the Humber’s 
capabilities.

Our efforts at THMA are being 
put into raising the profile of 
members at shows and events in 
the UK and Europe. We are also 
promoting the skills of member 

Perfect time to flag up 
members’ abilities

Mark O’Reilly 
Director, Team Humber Marine Alliance

companies to our European 
neighbours and look forward 
to two high profile inward 
trade missions – from Germany 
in September and Norway in 
October.

Our business development 
activities continue to increase 
and we are working closely with 
Green Port Growth, GROW 
Offshore Wind and other 
funding bodies to help member 
companies access business 
development grants.

Membership is very healthy and 
we now have more than 180 

companies in THMA after adding 
12 new members in the last few 
months.

The incredible variety of 
members’ activities can be seen 
in the pages of this issue of the 
newsletter.

However, there is still much work 
to be done, including skills and 
training development. THMA 
is therefore an active sponsor 
organisation of the new Humber 
Renewables and Engineering 
UTC whilst also being the sector 
lead for ports and logistics on the 
Hull College Skills Support for the 
Workforce (SSW) project to boost 
skills development in the region.

We are constantly pushing the 
region’s need to develop the 
best possible skills and R&D 
initiatives, such as the two new 
training at height facilities, one 
at CATCH with HETA and one in 
Hessle with HFR Solutions.

On a personal note it was with 
some pleasure that Mary Green 
and I received the Humber 
Renewables Award for sector 
champion 2014 on behalf of 
Team Humber. This award was 
a reflection of the multifaceted 
abilities of our members, which 
allow us to champion the 
Humber’s marine and renewables 
sector.

‘We are constantly 
pushing the region’s 
need to develop 
the best possible 
skills and R&D 
initiatives’
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CATCHing the training wave
‘We are now in a position to be attempting to win national contracts to deliver apprenticeship training’
HETA is to train the first offshore wind 
turbine apprentices in the Humber 
region using its CATCH facility in 
Stallingborough. A group of eight will 
begin in September, including four 
for Scottish and Southern Energy and 
four for other wind farm operators.

The Hull-based Team Humber 
member is one of only four UK 
training providers who are approved 
to run the City & Guilds wind turbine 
maintenance apprenticeship and 
is now actively looking for UK-wide 
contracts.

The group will spend a full year at 
Stallingborough learning electrical, 
mechanical, instrumentation and health 
and safety skills as well as training on 
existing turbines. The training contract 
has been agreed as Scottish and Southern 
Energy’s turbines on the Greater Gabbard 
wind farm come close to the end of their 
warranty with their manufacturer who 
has so far carried out all operations and 
maintenance work.

“We are now in a position to be 
attempting to win national contracts to 
deliver apprenticeship training for wind 
energy companies,” said HETA business 
development and marketing manager, 
James McIntosh. 

“The hope is that 12 apprentices will 
be trained every year. The fact that the 
Humber region is making great strides in 
the renewable industry can only be good 

news for the likes of HETA. We have been 
actively working in the sector for the last 
five years.” 

In addition to HETA at CATCH, the other 
training facilities offering the same 
qualifications in the UK are Siemens in 
Newcastle and Aberystwyth College. 

Towering job: Siemens engineers 
get to work on a North Sea 
wind farm

         Humber Electrical Engineering 
         Company has strengthened its 
team with seven new specialist staff. 
The Hull-based business has introduced 
the new roles as part of an expansion 
plan that includes additions to the sales 
force, the design and estimates team 
and accounts. 

Chief executive Bryan Irving said 
the firm’s ambition was to establish 
itself as a jewel in the Humberside 
manufacturing sector. “We can offer the 
levels of quality and expertise that are 
now widely associated with modern 
manufacturing in the UK and we want 
to compete globally for the biggest 
electrical engineering contracts,” he 
said.

“The eyes of the world are on the region 
at the moment and every business here 
has to ensure it takes advantage of the 
opportunities that come its way.”

Powering up

PM on site
         Prime Minister David Cameron 
         was in Hull to welcome Siemens’ 
announcement of a £160m investment 
in wind turbine production and 
installation facilities on a 54ha ABP site 
at Alexandra Dock.

The energy firm is also to build a rotor 
blade factory on ABP land at Paull.

“This is a massive vote of confidence in 
our long-term economic plan,” said Mr 
Cameron. “It will create lots of new jobs 
and opportunities.”
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Grimsby has seen its biggest cat yet! 
RES Offshore has chartered a £3.8m 
26m SMV1 catamaran from James 
Fisher Marine Services. It is the largest 
offshore wind support vessel to have 
docked in Port of Grimsby East.

RES Offshore used the vessel to work on 
the first operations and maintenance 
visit to Forewind’s Dogger Bank 
meteorological masts. To be named Dart 
Fisher, it can take three 20ft containers 
and 12 engineers and was able to 
operate form Grimsby following major 
upgrades to the eastern lock gates, 

Rix Sea Shuttle is supporting two cable installation vessels at the Gwynt y Môr 
offshore wind farm off north Wales. Reef Subsea has employed the Hull-based 
THMA member’s crew support boats, the Panther and the Tiger, to take out 
engineers and technicians to the turbines. 

The Panther and Tiger are sister vessels built and designed by Alnmaritec, and are 
capable of 24 knots carrying 12 passengers with two to three crew. When complete 
later this year, Gwynt y Môr’s 160 turbines will have a combined capacity of 
576MW. 

The first three of Barrett Steel Group’s 28 sites been accredited with three 
landmark awards. Barrett Precision Tubes of York, Newark Steel and Preston-
based Advanced Steel Services have been awarded a factory production 
certificate (CE marking), ISO14001 and ISO9001. 

“The trio of awards represents a milestone for the company,” 
explains James Barrett, group managing director (pictured). 
“They are so significant that we are working towards CE 
marking, environmental and quality management across the 
entire Barrett Group.”

The CE marking (Conformité Européenne) award has been 
mandatory for certain products sold within the European 
Economic area since 1985. Barrett Steel comprises 42 
companies operating from 28 UK locations.

Humber RIBs is celebrating its 50th year 
in business with an expanding order 
book and increased sales in the UK and 
abroad.

The company, founded by Frank Roffee, 
was one of the first to design, develop 
and produce rigid inflatable boats for the 
worldwide RIB market. Since 1964 it has 
built more than 11,000 boats, and is now 
run by Frank’s son, Andrew.

“This year is a big one for us,” said 
Andrew. “We already build between five 

and 10 boats each week and the brand is 
very strong.

“We will be looking to build on that by 
recruiting new staff to join a team that 
already has the capability to build even 
more boats.” 

Clients include Shell Oil, Humber Sea 
Port, the Red Cross, Sea Shepherd, 
the Army, diving and sailing clubs and 
many individual clients. As well as core 
maritime, offshore and renewables 
markets, the company is looking to 
create more boats for leisure and 
personal use.

11,000 vessels 
and counting

“Sport England’s grants for sailing clubs 
and diving groups, for example, are 
expected to be helpful for us to target 
more commercial clients,” Andrew 
added.

The company currently employs 30 staff 
at two sites near Hull city centre.

Humber 
RIBs Factfile
n  Founded in 1964 in Hull from 

where it still operates
n  Big fashion name Hugo Boss 

used Humber RIBs boats to 
ferry celebrities such as David 
Coulthard, Boris Becker, Lewis 
Hamilton and Nicole Scherzinger.

n  Built the first RIB to cross the 
Atlantic 

n  Monty Halls, who presents 
the Dive show, has owned two 
Humber RIBs 

n  Marine organisation Sea 
Shepherd used Humber RIBs 
boats when harassing Japanese 
whalers

‘We already build between five and ten boats a week and the brand is very strong’

partly carried out by Precision Drilling. 

Chris Holden, offshore operations 
manager at RES, said: “It wouldn’t have 
been able to get through the lock pen 
two years ago. This is a flavour of what 
is going to be required for round three 
wind farms, which will require vessels 
with more space and flexibility.” 

Roger Smith, marine operations 
manager for Port of Grimsby East, said: 
“This is showing again that we are a 
leading operations and maintenance 
facility.” 

Big cat docks at Grimsby

Barrett sites awarded

Rix’s welsh wind farm support

Sea trial: A Humber RIB being 
demonstrated to potential clients
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skilled, jobs for people in Hull, add 
new equipment, boost capability and 
improve our productivity. 

“We are delighted that the Humber 
LEP approved our application and that 
North East Lincolnshire Council, which 
facilitates the release of the funding, 
accepted it. 

“We see the potential for improvement 

and future stability for the business 
through growth. We have a good track 
record of steady growth through the 
recession leading to our confidence 
in the prospects for the business 
and the region. Operationally, a new 
department will improve existing product 
manufacturing and serve new markets 
and customers.”

The remainder of the £1m-plus 
investment is to come from Point’s own 
capital reinvestment, borrowing from 
HSBC and the equipment manufacturer.

        Team Humber Marine Alliance 
        would like to welcome twelve new 
member companies: AFS Consultants, 
Bernard Holmes Precision, Consocius 
Consulting, Everard Insurance Brokers, 
Environmental Strategies, Hughes Sub 
Surface Engineering, W R Gaskets 
Supply, LCS Group, Seymour & Castle, 
Dale Power Solutions, CLS Offshore and 
AK Sheet Metal. Look them up on 
www.thma.co.uk/members

A successful bid to the Growing the 
Humber regional growth fund is to help 
Point Group create 14 new jobs in Hull. 
The RGF support equates to £172,000, 
or about 17 per cent of the company’s 
£1m-plus investment in premises and 
new specialist equipment.

The Point Group project, which started 
last December, is due for completion this 
September, adding 1,800sq m of space 
by extending premises at the Lee Smith 
Street head office site and converting 
new premises on Haller Street. All told, 
the company will have 10,000sq m. 
across three sites, including West Carr 
Lane, for manufacturing, storage and 
offices. Employee numbers are expected 
to rise from 70 currently to 84 by 2017.

Jonathan Rollison, financial director, 
said: “This is another significant event 
in the history of our business which will 
secure and create further, predominantly 

Pointing the way: from the left, Paul 
Waters, production manager; Kevin 
Batty, lead design manager; Steve 
Brooks, team leader; Jonathan 
Rollison, director; Chris Lewis, design 
manager; John Reynolds, marine sales 
manager, and Les Montana, electrical 
manager

Pointing the way 
 ‘We have a good track record of steady growth through the recession’

‘Operationally,a 
new department 
will improve 
existing product 
manufacturing and 
serve new markets 
and customers’

         Specialist construction contractor 
         Precision Drilling has appointed 
a finance manager as part of its 
expansion plans. Tony Appleyard, 52, 
has more than 30 years’ business and 
finance experience, most recently at 
North Lindsey College, Scunthorpe. 

Twelve up

Precision job

At last for Frank
        Capt. Frank E Holmes, third 
        officer on the MV Trevorian sailing 
from Rejkjavik to Murmansk 72 years 
ago, was among the group of wartime 
Arctic Convoy veterans to be honoured 
belatedly with the Arctic Star medal.

Logistics company GBA Group has 
celebrated the Hull Merchant Navy 
veteran’s achievement. Capt. Derek 
Chadburn, of GBA, said: “Although 
Frank passed away shortly afterwards, 
it was brilliant that his efforts were 
recognised. They went through 
horrendous conditions.” 

Capt. Holmes, who received his medal 
in February, was a former master of 
the Honourable Company of Master 
Mariners, a City of London livery 
company, whose current master is 
GBA’s managing director, Captain Sam 
Judah. 

         BAE Systems has offered 568 
         apprenticeship places in 2014, 
the highest apprentice intake since 
the company was formed in 1999. 
The new recruits will work at 
16 of its sites, including Brough, 
Doncaster and Leeds from 
September 2014. 
The company is partly attributing 
the increase to a requirement 
for hundreds of highly skilled 
submarine manufacturing 
employees to meet the largest 
workload for two decades at 
Barrow-in-Furness. 
The yard is currently working 
on delivering the five remaining 
Astute class attack submarines and 
is recruiting to develop the new 
Successor submarines which are 
due to replace the Vanguard class 
from 2028.   
While 272 roles are available at 
the submarine yard in Barrow, 
there are 17 for the military aircraft 
design and production site in 
Brough, a further 48 trainees for 
the Aircraft Maintenance Academy 
in Doncaster, and six roles to work 
on developing cyber security 
software at the Leeds.
Nigel Whitehead, group managing 
director at BAE Systems, said: 
“Apprentices are a vital part of our 
talent pool and we find that our 
training programmes really help 
young people develop their full 
potential and become financially 
stable at a relatively young age.” 

Challenges for 
offshore sector

www.thma.co.uk/members
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Beverley-based Marine Rescue 
Technologies is targeting UK 
and global markets after a 
multi-million pound expansion 
programme.

The company, which 
manufactures specialist man 
overboard monitoring, alerting 
and tracking systems, has 
invested in new manufacturing 
and assembly facilities and 
offices, and increased its suite 
of products. 

Employee numbers have risen 
from 13 to 28 and it plans to 
open new premises abroad and 
in the UK, says chief executive 
officer Ken Gaunt.

“We have already invested 
millions in facilities, resources, 
employees, product 
development and training in 
the first phase of investment 
and expansion. As a business 
we want to lead the industry 
with innovation and passion to 
constantly improve maritime 
safety. Our business is 
dedicated to saving the man in 
the water.”

MRT offers flexible financial 
solutions including a turnkey 
rental option that provides 
an annual recertification via 
an exchange service, which is 
also available through a global, 
dedicated reseller network.

As well as Marshall House, 

Grovehill Road, Beverley, the 
company operates in Australia 
with offices in Perth and Sydney, 
and in Nigeria through a joint-
venture partner. “We will also 
open new facilities in Aberdeen 
and in the US in Houston, 
Texas,” added Mr Gaunt.

        Julia Fielder (right), a health and safety NVQ assessor 
        at SHE Knows Health & Safety, has become a Chartered 
Member of the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health. 
Jenny Brambles, her mother and colleague, is presenting her 
certificate.

Safety first

Spending to save
‘Our business is dedicated to saving the man in the water’

Industry 
leading 
innovation: 
Ken Gaunt
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With severe weather expected to 
happen more often, Humberside 
Fire and Rescue Service has unveiled 
plans for a new flood preparation and 
response centre. Known as the Ark 
Project, it will be the first in the UK to 
recreate domestic flooding scenarios 
and help communities to recover. 

The facility will be a bespoke ‘moving 
water’ training centre with Peaks Lane 
Fire Station in Grimsby the preferred 
the venue. It will consist of a water 
tank large enough to submerge a 
vehicle and other hazards. The new 
facility will also be able to imitate 

rapids. HFRS has announced the 
scheme following last December’s tidal 
surge, which was the highest recorded 
in the Humber estuary.

“The Ark will be used to ensure our 
own staff are trained to the highest 
standard by simulating what happens 
when large-scale flooding occurs,” 
said Dene Sanders, chief fire officer at 
Humberside Fire and Rescue.

Other Fire and Rescue Services 
across the country will also have the 
opportunity to train at the centre, 
which should be ready by summer 

2015. More than 80 delegates 
from local, regional and national 
partners who attended the launch 
were impressed by the potential 
opportunities for cross-agency working.

“Not only will the new centre provide 
us with an excellent training venue, it 
will enable us to help our communities 
by educating them about protecting 
their homes from flooding. It means we 
can also assist residents to be better 
prepared by simulating what actually 
happens when flooding occurs,” Mr 
Sanders added.

Flood alert!
‘The Ark will be used to ensure our own staff are trained to the highest standard’

       WWL ALS has completed a series of wind turbine shipments through 
       Hull’s Alexandra Dock to English onshore wind farms for the German 
turbine manufacturer, Nordex.

The company’s role included vessel operations, port operations, storage, 
quality and stock control and the dispatch of nine turbines to four projects 
for the Severn Trent and Todmorden Moor wind farms.

The work has required moving blades measuring between 43.8m and 48.8m 
and towers in sections, the longest of which measures over 20.8m long with 
a diameter of up to 4.3m.

        Hughes Sub Surface Engineering 
        has been shortlisted for a skills 
development accolade in the British 
Renewable Energy Awards 2014. 

        Emelo Consulting, Hull-based 
        supply chain and logistics 
consultants, has successfully delivered 
a £750,000 grant award on behalf of 
NewCold, a major European third party 
logistics provider.

The grant will help fund the construction 
of the company’s high-tech storage 
and distribution facility to be built near 

Wakefield, with completion by spring 
2015.

Bram Hage, NewCold CEO, said “We 
have enjoyed working closely with 
Emelo Consulting on this very important 
project, with its contribution to the 
local economy being recognised by 
the UK government in the form of the 
substantial grant award.”      

The new Team Humber member’s 
nomination is for the provision of 
emergency response services in the 
renewables industry.

The skills to make the shortlist

Turbines in and out Hull

Grant award delivered
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Top quality, expert, competitively priced work by an experienced, reliable, 
long-standing workforce.

Specialists in drilling for all sectors of business and industry, including building, 
construction and civil engineering, plus specific sectors such as nuclear, oil, gas, 

petrochemical, coastal defences and military defence.
Formed in 1972, Precision Drilling can undertake work anywhere in the UK and 

abroad.
Capabilities include diamond drilling, concrete wall & floor sawing, construction joints, 
fire stopping, specialist anchor fixing and selective dust and vibration-free demolition.
lf you need a drilling, sawing or specialist contracting job doing and doing well, big or 

small, get in touch.

Free estimates, risk assessment and method statement.

Give us a call on: 
HULL 01482 586585  LEEDS 0113 277 9600

Email: info@precisiondrilling.co.uk
CONTACT: IAN WILKINSON, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 

HULL OFFICE: WYKE STREET, HEDON ROAD, HULL, HU9 1PA

www.precisiondrilling.co.uk

www.precisiondrilling.co.uk
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Engineering company Bernard Holmes Precision Ltd, a 
new Team Humber member at Billingborough, Lincs, 
sees a positive future after increasing its workforce by 
three to 24.

This follows an update to its production control system 
to include shop floor data collection, job costing and 
goods received, enabling the company to better track 

its customers’ components through the production 
process.

“Last year was our best year ever and we have well 
and truly put the recession years behind us,” said Kay 
Pryszlak, owner of the family business.

Her nephew, Simon Hudson, is factory manager, and her 
sons, Russell and Peter, both work in the business.

        The offshore sector is still 
        facing development challenges 
as it continues to move forward, 
says Myton Law. 

According to Iain Butterworth, 
director, some companies have 
contracted with yards to build 
vessels in anticipation of an 
increase in future work, only to find 
the work has not emerged, or gone 
elsewhere.

He also said that vessel design was 
continuing to change significantly to 
meet the emerging requirements of 
wind farm stakeholders. 

“Bigger, more advanced vessels are 
being designed all the time and 
there is an obvious tendency for 
stakeholders to favour these vessels 
over smaller older ones in what has 
become a very competitive market,” 
he said.

But Mr Butterworth said that, 
overall, the industry was in a 
positive situation, commenting that 
Myton Law was seeing an increase 
in vessel transactional work, both 
in relation to new build vessels and 
transfer of ownership of existing 
vessels.

Myton Law is to move to new river 
front offices in Hull’s Fruit Market 
area later this year.

Two new designs from OSD-IMT for 
platform supply vessels are now 
becoming reality.

They are for offshore oil, gas and 
wind service provider Swire Pacific 
Offshore, of Singapore. 

The first is for eight 5,000-tonne 
ships currently under construction in 
Japan and Brazil, and the second is 
for ten 4,000-tonne ships, also being 
built in Japan. 

Swire Pacific currently owns and 
operates 84 offshore support 
vessels, including 16 high-
specification AHTS vessels 
designed by OSD-IMT. 

David Marren, Swire Pacific 
technical director, said: “These 
vessels are designed to reflect the 
changing needs of the industry. 
Typically, we will provide a broad-
brush outline of our requirements 

and, following discussions, OSD-IMT 
will produce the drawings which will 
eventually form the basis of the ship 
design.” 

The Team Humber member, which 
has an office near York, is currently 
the only ship designer that Swire 
Pacific is using.

Following four years’ work, OSD-IMT 
has also developed a range of new 
offshore wind farm support vessels, 
the IMT972. 

Singapore energy firm orders 18 more supply vessels to member’s design

‘These vessels are 
designed to reflect 
the changing 
needs of the 
industry’

Platform in the Pacific

‘Recession truly behind us’ says expanding new member

        Dalby Offshore, of Beverley, 
        has given £500 to an offshore 
cruise fund to help 18 Barrow-in-
Furness sea cadets go on six-night 
cruises this year.

Challenges for 
offshore sector

Dalby donation
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Alliance on show
May 21-22
All-Energy 2014, Aberdeen
Team Humber will again be exhibiting 
with Humber Renewables at the country’s 
largest renewable energy event. If you’re in 
the city, visit us on stand K101!
www.all-energy.co.uk

June 10-12
Seawork 2014, Southampton
Come and see us at Stand B83, along with 
member companies Andrew Jackson, 
Humber Electrical, Mines Rescue, North Sea 
Winches, Point Engineering, RES Offshore, 
Rix Shipping and Rollo Power Solutions.
www.seawork.com

June 11-12
Global Offshore Wind, Glasgow
Humber Renewables and THMA will be at 
Stand 76 for this, the 13th annual offshore 
wind energy conference and exhibition.
www.renewableuk.com

September 17-19
German offshore wind inward mission. 
www.thma.co.uk

September 23-26
WindEnergy Hamburg 
www.husumwind.com

October 21-23 
North Sea offshore wind and 
Windcluster Norway inward mission.
www.thma.co.uk

November 11-13
RenewableUK 2014, Manchester
www.renewableuk.com

For more information on any of the 
above events, contact Mary Green on 
01482 485271 
marygreen@thma.co.uk

Waldeck has started providing 
commercial controls, programming, and 
risk management services for ABP at 
Green Port Hull.

Working out of its Grimsby and Hull 
offices, the company will assist the 
construction of a new quay facility at 
ABP’s Alexandra Dock in Hull and a new 
rotor blade factory at Paull. 

        Environmental Strategies Ltd. 
        is advising members of significant 
changes to ISO 14001 due next year.

The Hull company says that the 
new standard for environmental 
management systems will require 
more input from top management, 
and, potentially, more emphasis on 
value chain management and the 
evaluation of the lifecycle of products 
and services. 

“The standard is also being improved 
to help businesses consider the risks 
and opportunities from the wider 
environment, for example, the impacts 
of climate change,” says Helen 
Wheeler-Osman, director.

        DFDS Seaways has signed a new two-year contract with Scania for the 
        transport of truck chassis on its Rotterdam to Felixstowe freight route. 

The contract, worth more than £800,000 in 2014, will involve the shipment of 
an estimated weekly average of 75 truck chassis produced in Scania’s large 
Dutch factory in Zwolle.

This is in addition to the existing truck chassis shipment on the freight routes 
from Rotterdam to Felixstowe and Immingham. The two routes will in total 
now handle about 10,000 truck chassis per year. 

One THMA member gave, another 
received, in a prize draw at Offshore 
Wind Connections 2014. LCS Group, the 
Grimsby-based IT facilities management 
company, marked its growing presence 
in the offshore market by putting up 
a prize of a Bluetooth tablet speaker 
stand.

“We have huge growth in the use of 
mobile computing devices and are now 
focusing on offshore more than ever 
before,” said Glenn Thow, managing 
director.

Pictured are Gill Coney, new business 
consultant at LCS Group, presenting 
the prize to Mike Harrington, managing 
director of Lincol Oil. 

A dedicated team has been set to work 
exclusively on the project, with Waldeck’s 
role expected to be completed towards 
the end of 2016.

Director Paul Waldeck, said: “We made 
a commitment to the Humber region 
four years ago when we first heard about 
the potential for regeneration of the 
region, particularly on the back of anchor 

investments such as the Green Port Hull 
project.”

Based in Shoreditch, East London, 
Waldeck has 15 office locations around 
the country, including the two on the 
Humber. Founded in 1995, it was the 
winner of the Siemens Innovation Award 
2012 at the media Business Awards.

Humber commitment pays off 

DFDS signs two-year Scania deal

ISO changes

And the winner is...

And the winner is...

Way up high
        HFR Solutions is to open the UK’s 
        tallest working at heights training 
facility this June in Hessle, near Hull.

The facility will deliver all five wind 
energy basic safety training modules 
in one location, in accordance with 
Renewable UK standards.

www.all-energy.co.uk
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